Molokai Arts Center
forward the efforts of citizens working towards a just Hawai for education and awareness, photo exhibits, and uses, networking and alliances, printed materials workshops about historical timeline of Mauna Kea keiki to kū cultural learning opportunities for everyone from Hawaiian arts, honoring legacy of traditional and emerging Native research and development opio, and their justice for keiki, Hawai i political iʻō ʻōʻō Hawaiian fishing village. HPF funding supported empowerment consciousness about the status of the Kanaka wardship, advocacy for the end of abuses of return of lands to Kanaka Maoli, termination of promoting a national platform which includes the greatest extent in all State/US processes i Unity & Liberation Institute seeks to transform the lives and well-being. HPF funding supported L responsibilities, and promote collective health and practices that cultivate abundance, regenerate through educational initiatives and land-based revitalization of Hawaiian practices, and i ka Ea Conference July 14-15, 2017, designed Ho iho Ae, the waves of change (good and bad) continue to roll in, and ~ Kalei Nukard gardens and agricultural fields. things show animation and growth, and everyone is busy in their SPRING 2018 GRANT APPLICATION NOW Generously funded by #communitybasedphilanthropy Hawai i People s Fund has a 45-year history of lifting up grassroots warriors in Hawai i are poised to counter the threats to justice with ~ Haunani-Kim冰川 Our Do YOU (or someone you know) have fresh ideas to ensure room for innovation, and your mana is priceless in this endeavor! Help us reach more communities by donating today! Do YOU! MAHALO NUI!!!